FAST
FIXES
FOR SERIOUS GOLFERS

WELL DONE!
The fact that you are reading this means that you want to improve your
golf - starting today.
Whether it’s correcting that horrid slice, stopping the dreaded hooks,
wanting to hit it past your pals (there’s no better feeling by the way) or just
getting a consistent strike... you have come to the right place.
Here at The Cheshire Performance Golf Academy, we have spent the last
20 years helping 1000’s of golfers enjoy and improve their game...

... golfers just like you.

BACK TO BASICS
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WHAT CAUSES
“THE SLICE”?

TOP TIP NO. 2
Most golfers sway their hips and move weight
to the right during the back-swing, they then
stay there and just rotate off the back foot. This
causes the club’s path to swing too far left of the
club’s face thus causing left to right curvature.

In simple terms, the club’s path (blue arrow)
is travelling further left than the club face (red
arrow) at impact causing curvature to the right
(for the right handed golfer).

TOP TIP NO. 1
Most golfers compensate for the shape of
the slice by aiming more to the left. This
only makes the club’s path go further left
and ultimately causes the ball to curve
more.

Give yourself a chance to hit the ball with
less curvature by aiming more towards
your intended target. By aiming better,
the club’s path has a chance of traveling
towards the target and therefore reducing
curve.

TOP TIP NO. 3
To reduce the slice curvature on your tee
shots, try this drill. Set up three balls to
create a “gate”. The aim is to hit the ball that
is on the tee - if your club’s path goes too
far left through impact, you will hit more than
one ball giving you instant feedback.

Use your golf bag to prevent the hips and
your weight swaying to the right. This will
help improve the club’s path and reduce the
curve to the right.
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WHAT CAUSES
“THE HOOK”?
In simple terms, the club’s path (blue arrow) is
travelling further right than the club’s face (red
arrow) at impact causing curvature to the left
(for the right handed golfer).

TOP TIP NO. 4
Most golfers compensate for the shape
of the hook and aim more right - this only
makes the club path go further right and
ultimately causes the ball to curve more.

Give yourself a chance to hit the ball with
less curvature by aiming more towards
your intended target. By aiming better
the club path has a chance of travelling
towards the target and reducing curve.

TOP TIP NO. 5

TOP TIP NO. 6

Check your grip

To reduce the hook curvature on your tee
shots, try this drill.

If you have a “strong grip” and you see lots
of knuckle as below, then that will cause the
club’s face to point left of the club’s path at
impact and cause curvature left.

Set up three balls to create a “gate”. The
aim is to hit the ball that is on the tee. If
your club’s path goes too far left through
impact, you will hit more than one ball
giving you instant feedback.

HIT THE BALL
FURTHER
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PUTTING TIPS
Two bonus tips to help reduce your scores.

Hole more five feet putts.
The average golfer only holes 50% of
five foot putts and that usually comes as
a bit of a shock.
Imagine hitting 18 shots to five feet and
only holing half! The average tour pro
only holes 77%.

There’s no better feeling than hitting your drives past your pals, right?

Hit UP on your drives
The “angle of attack” is the direction the club is moving (up or down) at impact. To maximize
distance with your driver, hitting up on the ball (positive attack angle) is a must.

TOP TIP NO. 7
Try this drill to improve angle of attack.
Place your driver headcover about six
inches in front of the tee and try to swing
UP, clipping the tee and going over the
headcover. Once you have tried this a
couple of times try hitting some slow
shots.

Increase ball speed for more distance.
Bad impact, such as shots hit off the toe or the
heel of the club face, will reduce the potential
ball speed

Put a tape measure in your bag!
Measure five feet from the hole and
place ten tee pegs in a circle around.
Go through your putting routine and
record your percentage of putts.

TOP TIP NO. 8
Use foot spray to see where your ball
contact is. More centered hits increase ball
speed and ultimately increase distance.

TOP TIP NO. 9
Improve distance control

Spray on your club’s face and let it dry for
10 minutes - it will leave a dust coating.

Place five balls in a line - hit the first putt
about the length of your putter in front
of you. Walk along the line hitting each
putt further than the last (again about
the length of your putter) to improve
distance control.
Try doing the same drill in reverse so
the first ball you hit is the furthest away,
then come slightly closer with each putt
(again about the length of your putter).

After a shot, you will see for sure where
you have made contact.

To find out more check out my website at
www.golfperformanceprogram.co.uk
Join my free Facebook group for golfers www.facebook.com/groups/593900804150935/

